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Introduction1
Turkey first began to explore nuclear energy in the mid-1950s and made firm plans to
construct a small heavy water reactor in 1967.2 Recently, Turkey concluded two
intergovernmental agreements (IGA) with a Russian and Japanese-French consortium for the
construction of nuclear power plants (NPP) in Akkuyu /Mersin and Sinop. While the host
country agreement is concluded for the former NPP, the latter is still awaiting for ratification.
Much of the focus about nuclear energy in Turkey has focused on the amount of electricity it
will produce and the NPP’s future role in Turkey’s nuclear energy mix. However
management of nuclear waste deserves much more attention due to the lack of a permanent
solution for the back end of the fuel cycle. According to the 3130 page Akkuyu NPP
Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) report, spent fuel storage is an important step in the
nuclear fuel cycle that will constitute a vital challenge for the Akkuyu NPP operators.3
However, neither the Turkish government, nor the Akkuyu project company has clearly
articulated a plan for the back-end of the fuel cycle.
This paper assesses the fuel cycle options for Akkuyu and Sinop NPPs and the long-term
options for spent fuel produced at Akkuyu and Sinop.

Nuclear Fuel Cycle and Management of Spent Nuclear Fuel
The International Atomic Energy Agency defines “spent fuel” as nuclear fuel that has been
irradiated in and permanently removed from a reactor core.4 Management of spent nuclear
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fuel (SNF), remains a difficult problem for the global nuclear industry. Following electricity
production, highly radioactive SNF is either reprocessed or stored. There are two major
options for the management of spent fuel; a) closed cycle: decomposition and recycling of
uranium and plutonium in the spent fuel and storage of the remaining waste, b) Open Cycle:
direct storage of spent fuel.
In both cases once the highly radioactive spent nuclear fuel is removed from the reactor and
placed in a spent fuel pond. Moreover, while interim storage is temporary (and is cheaper than
reprocessing or direct disposal), permanent solutions are more expensive than temporary
ones.5

Turkey-Russia Agreement on Nuclear Cooperation and Nuclear Fuel Cycle
Russia's state-owned nuclear company Rosatom has been offering to build and operate
nuclear power stations abroad, as part of a larger package known as “Build, Own, Operate”
(BOO).6 Under the BOO model, Rosatom not only builds the nuclear plant, but also owns it
and runs it for some sixty years. Rosatom will also deliver the nuclear fuel for the plant.7
On 12 May 2010, Ankara and Moscow signed the “Agreement between the Government of
the Russian Federation and the Government of the Republic of Turkey on cooperation in
relation to the construction and operation of a nuclear power plant at the Akkuyu site in the
Republic of Turkey.” The Turkish Parliament ratified the agreement in July 2010 and it was
published in the Official Gazette on 6 October 2010.8 According to the agreement, the
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Russian consortium will construct four 1200 MWe VVER reactors at the Akkuyu site. On 21
July 2010, the Grand National Assembly of Turkey ratified the Intergovernmental Agreement
(IGA) and on 24 November, the Council of Russian Federation ratified it. And, on 13
December 2010, the “Akkuyu Nuclear Power Plant Electricity Generation Joint-Stock
Company” was established.
The project company has submitted two Environmental Impact Assessments (EIA) to the
Ministry of Environment and Urban Planning, but both were rejected.9 Due to the revision
and resubmission process of the environmental report, the project is likely to be delayed.10
According to Rauf Kasumov, the deputy general manager of Akkuyu NGS stated that they are
expecting a positive decision on the resubmitted EIA in the first half of the 2014. He added
that January 2016 is the expected time for construction to begin.11

How much spent fuel will the Akkuyu NPP produce?
According to the Turkish Atomic Energy Authority (TAEK), the annual amount of the spent
fuel that will be produced by the NPP will be identified during the design of the plant.12
According to the EIA report, the plant will have 42 fuel assemblies that will be changed
annually. Thus, the annual amount of spent fuel produced by the four reactors will be around
89,712 kg.13 And, throughout its 60-year service period NPP will produce 5,382 tons of spent
fuel.
According to Nicolas Delerue, “the typical burn up of this kind of reactor is 60-70MWd/kg.
So if in a day the reactor produces 60MW (thermal) then it has produced 1kg of waste. For a
VVER 1200 it is about 3200MW thermal for 1200MW electrical. So in average in a day the
reactor will produce 3200/60=53kg of waste. This is only the fuel waste. There is secondary
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waste due to the materials that are activated by radioactivity, but those need only to be dealt
with at the end of the lifecycle of the reactor (during decommissioning).”14

Nuclear fuel cycle issue in the agreement
According to art. 12.1 of the IGA “nuclear fuel shall be sourced from suppliers on the basis of
long-term agreements entered into between the Project Company and the suppliers.”15
Rosatom incorporates the Russian Fuel Company “TVEL” which is the only supplier of the
enriched fuel for this type of reactors.16 TVEL is the exclusive supplier of nuclear fuel to all
Russian NPPs. The project company will sign a fuel supply contract with TVEL for fuel
supply. Yet, according to the Turkish government, “in practice it is foreseen to supply nuclear
fuel from Russia, however there is no legal obligation for it.”17 And, more broadly, Turkey is
working to keep its enrichment options open. As part of Turkey’s original tender, Ankara had
expressed an interest in developing a thorium fuel cycle.18
According to Mark Hibbs, “Turkey's interest in thorium-based nuclear fuel [was] apparently
driven primarily by the country's natural resource agencies, especially its Mineral Research
and Exploration Institute, or MTA, and not by its nuclear research bureaucracy.”
In September 2008, Turkey expressed an interest serving as a regional fuel fabrication center
for Middle Eastern and central European states. Turkey, therefore, asked that the vendors
propose a plan for domestic fuel production. However, because Ankara had not yet selected a
vendor, the nature of the fuel cycle remained ambiguous. Ankara did, however, rule out
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enrichment, saying that it was only interested in fuel fabrication. According to Mark Hibbs,
TAEK’s criteria “[suggested] that Turkey aimed to manufacture power reactor fuel using
UO2 feedstock, not UF6.”19 Thus, while TVEL is likely to provide Turkey with fuel for
Akkuyu, the MENR noted in an answer to a question submitted in parliament that the Russian
reactor deal paves the way for domestic fuel production in Turkey.20 However, Ankara has
taken no definitive steps to develop fuel cycle technologies and is far more likely to rely on
fuel guarantees for the foreseeable future.
According to art. 12.2:
subject to separate agreement that may be agreed by the Parties, spent nuclear fuel of
Russian origin may be reprocessed in the Russian Federation.” Russia, therefore, is
only interested in reprocessing Russian origin spent fuel, and has no plans to reprocess
spent fuel from other potential suppliers. In the last paragraph of the same article it
says “the project company is responsible for decommissioning and the nuclear waste
management of the power station.” (art.12.4.) And for this aim the company will
contribute with US$ 0.15 cents/kWh to two separate funds established for financing
each of these activities. (art.10.9)
Yet, more broadly, the spent nuclear fuel issue is not detailed in the IGA. Thus, in order to
answer, “will SNF be sent back to Russia” and “what will happen to the reprocessed spent
fuel,” one should look at Russia’s SNF import policy.

Russian policy on importing spent nuclear fuel
Article 50 of the Russian Environmental Protection Law prohibited the “import for storing or
burying of radioactive waste and materials from abroad.”21 Although Russian law allowed the
import of such materials for reprocessing, Government Decree No. 773 of 29 July 1995 set
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detailed guidance for spent fuel transfer and obligated Minatom (the forerunner to Rosatom)
to send back the radioactive waste resulting from the reprocessing of SNF to its country of
origin within thirty days.22 Russian Federation Federal Law On The Use Of Atomic Energy,
which was adopted by the State Duma on 20 October 1995, states that “The importing of
spent nuclear fuel from foreign countries into the territory of the Russian Federation for
processing is conducted in accordance with the legislation of the Russian Federation and the
international agreements of the Russian Federation.”23 Yet according to the International
Panel on Fissile Materials (IPFM), foreign interest in reprocessing turned out to be much
lower than expected. Russia’s insistence on returning the waste from reprocessing to owners
of the reprocessed spent fuel was the most likely reason for the lack of foreign interest in
Russia’s reprocessing services.24
On 10 July 2001, President Putin signed a package of laws that would allow the import of
irradiated spent fuel into Russia for technical storage, reprocessing and/or even disposing in
Russia. 25 In 2002, following the 2001 law package, the Duma passed a new Federal Law On
Protection Of The Environment. The amendments introduced in 2001 allowed for the bringing
into Russia of spent fuel for “temporary technological storage and/or reprocessing.” The
second change allowed the government to decide whether or not to return reprocessing waste
to fuel owners.26 While the federal law still prohibits the import of radioactive waste for
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permanent disposal, spent fuel and the waste generated during reprocessing are explicitly
exempted by this provision.27 The approval procedure established by the federal law requires
an international treaty to provide a legal foundation for a contract governing practical aspects
of spent fuel storage or reprocessing in Russia and a thorough environmental impact
assessment of all aspects of the transfer.
Following the changes to the law, Russia approved new Guidelines on the Transfer Of
Irradiated Fuel Assemblies Of Nuclear Reactors in 2003. According to the guidelines there is
a distinction between Russian-origin fuel and foreign-origin fuel. As a rule, the radioactive
waste produced by reprocessing of the former can be left in Russia, while the waste from
foreign fuel should be returned to the fuel owner.

28

Furthermore, if fuel is imported for

eventual reprocessing, an international treaty is required to establish the legal basis for a
subsequent contract. 29The Federal Environmental, Industrial and Nuclear Supervision Service
was responsible for the “timely return of spent fuel assemblies of nuclear reactors and
relevant reprocessing products to the supplier country, with which the Russian Federation has
an international agreement on importing to the Russian Federation spent fuel assemblies of
nuclear reactors for the purpose of temporary technological storage and reprocessing with the
condition of sending back the reprocessing products” 30
In spite of the aforementioned legislation and regulations, Rosatom has not signed any
contracts with new customers to import spent nuclear fuel. Furthermore, there was significant
public pressure from critics highlighting environmental and proliferation risks in allowing
Russia to permanently store spent fuel. Thus as a result of financial disappointment and strong
public pressure, Rosatom chief Sergei Kiriyenko announced in July 2006 that “Russia has not
imported foreign spent fuel, is not importing [spent fuel], and will not import it in the
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future.”31 At the same time, however, he did say that Rosatom is taking back some of the
Russian-origin spent fuel and will continue this practice.

32

He also stated “If the fuel is of

Russian origin, we are ready to propose leasing solutions over the entire lifespan of the
nuclear plant. We would take the spent nuclear fuel for treatment.”33
Most recently, after long consideration and several amendments, Russia’s Duma adopted a
new Federal Law on Radioactive Waste Management that establishes a legal framework for
radioactive waste management on 29 June 2011.34 According to Article 1, the scope of the
present Federal Law is intended to regulate activities relating to the management of
radioactive waste. On the other hand, its provisions do not apply to activities relating to the
management of spent nuclear fuel.
Article 10 (2) of the Federal Law prohibits “importing and exporting radioactive waste into
and out of the Russian Federation for purposes of storage, reprocessing and disposal, with the
exception of those cases for which provision is made in article 31 of the present Federal
Law.”35 According to article 31 of the Federal Law on special conditions for the import and
export of radioactive waste, “i) importing radioactive wastes into the Russian Federation for
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the purposes of storage, reprocessing or disposal is prohibited except as otherwise provided
for within this article.”36
Moreover, the “radioactive waste produced in the course of reprocessing depleted nuclear
fuel37 that was imported into the Russian Federation may be exported if provisions to that
effect exist in an international agreement to which the Russian Federation is a party.” No
funds shall be transferred into the special reserve fund for the disposal of radioactive waste
produced in the course of reprocessing such depleted nuclear fuel.
And, according to the third paragraph iii) where a sealed radioactive source38 was imported
into the Russian Federation, it is permitted to return the disused source to the supplier's
country. The procedure for returning disused (spent) sealed radioactive sources39 to the
supplier’s country shall be established by Russian Federation Government. Thus, it is clear
that current Russian legislation prohibits the import of radioactive waste for the purposes of
storage, reprocessing or disposal, unless the two sides conclude an inter-governmental
agreement that allows for the transfer.
Russia does not currently have a facility for reprocessing VVER 1200 type spent fuel.
Following storage in the cooling ponds adjacent to the reactor sites, the spent fuel is shipped
to the centralized wet storage facility at the MCC in Zheleznogorsk, Siberia near Krasnoyarsk,
where a reprocessing facility is being constructed.40 Yet, as of now, the Bellona Foundation
notes that, “Russia has nowhere to store radioactive waste and spent nuclear fuel besides at
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temporary on-site facilities at the nuclear power plants, research facilities, medical facilities
using radiological equipment, and other nuclear installations that have produced it.”41
According to Alexander Nikitin, chairman of the St. Petersburg based ERC Bellona,
“Rosatom’s eagerness to repatriate the fuel that it sells abroad to plants built by the state
company’s international arm, Atomstroiexport, is a major selling point to international
customers of Russian nuclear power plants.”42 Turkey was no exception.

Will SNF go back to Russia?
In the Turkish case, the additional agreement on spent nuclear fuel referred to in the IGA has
not been concluded. As Kasumov stated the agreement should be signed before the operating
period of the Akkuyu NPP is expired.43 Thus, the answer to this question will depend on the
additional agreement.
In the July 2013 EIA report (which was subsequently rejected), the parties envisioned that the
spent fuel would be stored at the onsite fuel pond for about 10 years.44 Thus, it is likely that
spent fuel will be temporarily placed in a Spent Nuclear Fuel Storage (SNFS) facility before
being transported to Russia for reprocessing and then placed in a final disposal facility. Dry
storage facility will have the capacity to store the spent nuclear fuel produced by four reactors
for a time period of four years.45 According to TAEK’s specifications, the SNFS facility will
be placed in a 2.651m2 space built on the northeast part of reactor building in a restricted
access area.46 For low and intermediate level of radioactive waste, the processing and storage
41
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facility will cover an area of 3.726 m2. While the storage facility is planned to allow five-year
storage capacity for low and intermediate level solid radioactive waste, it is 50 years for
highly activated waste are during the operation of NPP.47
According to the same EIA report “Today [Turkey’s] nuclear fuel cycle for VVER type
reactors is an open fuel cycle in which recovery of spent nuclear fuel is not considered. The
advantage of open fuel cycle in comparison with closed fuel cycle is the former is short,
simple and much more environmentally friendly.”48
Moreover, Rauf Kasumov has yet to fully clarify Akkuyu’s future spent fuel policy. For
example, he is on the record saying, “nuclear waste could be used for many times and
therefore it was valuable, and if Turkey wanted to purchase the waste, nuclear waste could
stay in Turkey. I do not think that Turkey can use spent fuel under existing conditions. Thus
the spent fuel probably will go to Russia.”49
The current practice suggests that once a country buys nuclear fuel, it will stay in this country,
and this country also has to ensure its safe storage.50 In another words “used fuel becomes the
responsibility of the country in which it has been used.” However, in Russian BOO model
nuclear fuel will be leased to the Project Company by Russian TVEL company via a fuel
supply contract. The destiny of the nuclear waste following reprocessing of spent nuclear fuel
will depend on the leasing country’s national laws.

For the map of the reactor site, see Appendix 1
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What will happen to the nuclear waste if reprocessing occurs?
Would Russia keep the nuclear waste on its soil? Or send back nuclear waste to Turkey as the
origin country?
According to article 12 (2) of the intergovernmental agreement, reprocessing is “subject to a
separate agreement that may be agreed to by the Parties, spent nuclear fuel of Russian origin
may be reprocessed in the Russian Federation. Possible reprocessing operations would be
carried out in Russian Federation. The price and other issues will be determined by the terms
of this agreement. The nuclear waste management associated with the reprocessing of the
spent nuclear fuel shall be subject to the terms of the agreement again.”51
There are still many outstanding questions. What would happen if an additional agreement is
not concluded between the parties? Or what would Turkey do if Russia sends back nuclear
waste to Turkey after it is reprocessed in Russia? And, has Turkey included the potential costs
of waste management into its nuclear power related financing models? The answer to these
questions depends on Turkish nuclear legislation. According to the Turkish government,
officials from the Ministry of Energy and Natural Resources (MENR) and TAEK are
currently conducting a preparatory waste management study. 52
In the context of establishing Turkish national nuclear energy legislation, a draft law on
nuclear energy was prepared by the Ministry of Energy and Natural Resources and submitted
to Parliament on 31 October 2006. It was enacted by the Turkish Parliament on 9 November
2007 as “Law No. 5170 Concerning the Construction and Operation of Nuclear Power Plants
and the Sale of the Energy Generated from Nuclear Power Plants” (the “Nuclear Energy
Law”).53 The Nuclear Law establishes the legal basis for the operation of NPPs in accordance
with Turkey’s general energy plans and policies. According to the law, a decommissioning
fund and a national radiological waste fund shall be established and shall be utilized to meet
the costs associated with the construction, licensing and operation of temporary and
permanent waste storage facilities, transport and processing of wastes, research and
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development studies related to the nuclear waste management, and the dismantling of the
nuclear power plant.
The vendor is required to pay a certain amount to the decommissioning fund and the national
radiological waste fund in an amount to be determined by TAEK. Furthermore, the
Regulation on the Radioactive Waste Management was published in the Official Gazette in
March 2013. Section 7 Article 52 (1) states that “Management of spent nuclear fuels and
radioactive waste, which are products of activities in nuclear facilities are under the
responsibility of person authorized to that facility. Bankruptcy or resignation or similar
actions of the authorized person do not remove these responsibilities”.54
Moreover, according to the same article, “spent nuclear fuel is temporarily stored in storage
facilities constructed onsite before being transferred off site. Then, the authorized person may
transfer spent nuclear fuel to an offsite spent fuel storage facility or to a radioactive waste
facility and may also opt for reprocessing and/or disposal or sending them to another
country.”55
In the 2013 Turkish Regulation on Radioactive Waste Management, Ankara indicates “High
level radioactive waste shall only be disposed of in deep disposal facilities.”56 Thus, it is clear
that Turkey aims to give all the responsibility of nuclear waste management to Russia with the
article 12 of the IGA. However, the agreement is ambiguous and experts disagree about
storage and reprocessing of spent fuel.
According to Alexei Arbatov, a scholar at the Carnegie Moscow Center’s Nonproliferation
Program and a member of the Russian Academy of Sciences, Russia will return waste to
Turkey after reprocessing. Arbatov maintains that Turkey has no control over fuel supply and
54
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is obligated to lease the fuel from Russia, send back the spent fuel to Russia, and then take
back the highly-radioactive fission product waste after reprocessing.57 İlhan Or, a professor at
Boğaziçi University, indicates that the project company is responsible for the spent fuel.
Turkey does not have authority over it. He also says that Turkey cannot make any choice
between sending back spent fuel or not.58
Andrey Zolotkov, the Chairman of Bellona Murmansk, states that Russia will take spent
nuclear fuel for reprocessing. But he doubts Russia will send the waste back to Turkey. He
says, “it never happened before that Russia sent back the waste. Maybe someday in the future
with new technologies Russia will send it back like in the case of France.”59
According to World Nuclear website Russia's policy for building nuclear power plants in nonnuclear weapons states is to deliver on a turnkey basis including supply of all fuel and
repatriation of used fuel for the life of the plant. The fuel is to be reprocessed in Russia and
the separated wastes returned to the client country eventually.60 However, it is also argued
that Russia's default position in supplying reactors to non nuclear weapons states is to take
back Russian-origin fuel without requiring the return of the waste, as is the case with the
Bushehr reactor in Iran.” 61
The main reason for the uncertainty on spent fuel issue is because the Akkuyu project is the
world’s first BOO project. In any case, Turkey is unlikely to have any control or choice over
Russian decision-making vis-à-vis spent fuel storage.
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Turkey-Japan Agreement on Nuclear Cooperation and Nuclear Fuel Cycle
Turkey has contracted with an international consortium consisting of Mitsubishi Heavy
Industries and Itochu Corporation from Japan and France’s company GDF Suez to build and
operate a second nuclear power plant at the Sinop site.
Japan and Turkey signed a nuclear cooperation agreement in 2013 and recently concluded a
second agreement regarding cooperation on nuclear power plant construction. The
“Agreement between the Government of Japan and the Government of the Republic of
Turkey on Co-operation for Development of Nuclear Power Plants and the Nuclear Power
Industry in the Republic of Turkey” facilitates the construction and operation of an NPP
comprising of 4 ATMEA-1 reactors to produce 4,400 MWe of electricity. On 27 January
2014 French GDF SUEZ signed Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with Turkish
Government relating to cooperation on future energy initiatives in Turkey. 62 It is estimated
that the project will cost $22 billion and that the plant’s first unit will be in operation in 2023,
coinciding with Turkey celebrating its centennial anniversary as a republic.63
The Turkish Parliament ratified the nuclear cooperation with Japan on 9 January 2014 and it
was published in the Official Gazette on 18 January 2014.64 The Japanese Diet, however, has
yet to ratify the agreement.65 The ratification of the agreement is not expected to be
controversial and it should pass easily. The details of the project will be determined by Host
Government Agreement (HGA), which will be signed between the international consortium
and the Turkish Government at a later stage.
The Preamble of the Law on the Approval of the Ratification of the Japan-Turkey
Cooperation Agreement notes that it will form the basis for future nuclear cooperation
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activities with Japan regarding peaceful use of nuclear energy and also includes the legal basis
supply chain of the Akkuyu nuclear power plant. 66

Fuel Cycle Options for the Sinop NPP

Who will supply the enriched fuel for the reactors?
A high officer from Japan Atomic Energy Commission says that he does not know who will
supply enriched uranium for the Sinop NPP. However he states, “typically, the recipient
utility (buyer) will decide. French supplier (AREVA) has its own enrichment capability, so it
is possible that the French/Japanese consortium is interested in selling enriched uranium with
the reactors.”67 According to Hajime Matsukubo, “MHI has its own fuel maker Mitsubishi
Nuclear Fuel. But based on my understanding, it has no or a few export experience. And
ATMEA-1 is basically Areva's design. We do not know the contract details. But I expect
Areva will supply fuel to Sinop NPP.”68 In any case, as of now, the fuel supply issue remains
unresolved.

Will there be a take back provision for the spent fuel?
Although Japan has a full fuel cycle set-up, including enrichment and reprocessing of used
fuel, most reprocessing of Japanese fuel is done in the UK and France under contract with
Japanese utilities. Japan has a small reprocessing plant already in operation at Tokai, and a
much larger reprocessing plant has been built at Rokkasho.69 At the end of 2012 Japan had a
66
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total of 14,460 tones of used fuel in storage, mostly onsite at reactors.70 For example, about
40% of the used fuel involved was reprocessed by Cogema/Areva (France) and the rest by
British Nuclear Fuels Limited (UK).71 Thus, it would be illogical to expect Japan to provide
spent nuclear fuel take back provision for Turkey although it does not have any national law
forbidding the import of spent nuclear fuel.
According to a Japan Atomic Energy Commission officer, “Japan does not have any
reprocessing capacity for oversea clients at present and has no plan to do so.”72 Makio
Miyagawa, Director-General, Middle Eastern and African Affairs Bureau of Ministry of
Foreign Affairs of Japan indicated in response to a question posed on 22 May 2013 that it was
made clear to the Turkish government during the negotiations “Japan will not undertake spent
nuclear fuel from Turkey.”73 Furthermore, according to Asahi Weekly, Japanese government
officials internally agreed not to discuss issues related to long-term management of
radioactive waste with the Turkish government.”74 Japan has sent strong signals that the issue
of waste management is up to the host country to decide.75 Turkey has not announced any
policy vis-à-vis spent fuel storage and it is unclear if the costs associated with the storage of
spent fuel and the eventual construction of an underground repository were included in the
Sinop price projections.
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Would the operator take back Turkish spent fuel to France?
The GDF Suez Company has made clear that “if Sinop project goes on, like in most nuclear
countries around the world, spent fuel will most probably be stored on site before
underground final disposal in a place to be defined by the [host] Government.” The GDF
representative added that the “Possibility of reprocessing could be studied in the future.”76
According to Nicolas Delerue “France has a big factory for Nuclear Fuel reprocessing so it is
likely that the fuel will be reprocessed in France.” In France general principles of radioactive
waste management were initially included in the 1991 Waste Act, and were later modified by
the 2006 Planning Act on Sustainable Management of Radioactive Materials and Waste.
According to the updated legislation, “no radioactive waste whether originating from a
foreign country or from the processing of foreign spent fuel and foreign radioactive waste
shall be disposed in France”.77 Thus, even if reprocessing of Sinop SNF takes place in France,
as foreign irradiated fuel it will be returned to Turkey as the owner after a storage period in
compliance with the French legislation.78
While the government has yet to fully articulate a spent fuel policy, opposition MPs have
asked about the issue in parliament. On 29 July 2013 in a written parliamentary question (no:
7/25371) an opposition MP asked “how the Sinop nuclear waste will be solved?” The
Ministry of Energy and Natural Resources (MENR) answered that Turkey cooperates with the
international community on nuclear waste management and takes international practices as
references. Waste management will be the responsibility of the Project Company.
In another written parliamentary question directed to Ministry of Energy and Natural
Resources (no:7/19343), the opposition asked about the government’s long term plan to
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dispose of nuclear waste. In its reply on 6 May 2013, MENR referred to the current
regulations, but did not answer the question specifically. Thus, in a follow on question, an
opposition MP asked (no:7/17245) what the government plans to do with spent fuel after it is
stored onsite for 10 years, and whether or not MENR has studied the issue? In its reply,
MENR has indicated that studies were currently being done and that all precautions were
being taking into account.
According to the Japan-Turkey nuclear cooperation agreement, “nuclear material transferred
pursuant to this Agreement and nuclear material recovered or produced as a by-product may
be enriched or reprocessed within the jurisdiction of the Republic of Turkey, only if the
Parties agree in writing.”79 Thus, like in the case of Japan’s other nuclear cooperation
agreements, Turkey would first have to receive permission before reprocessing spent fuel.80

In any case, the vendor and Turkey could choose to reprocess the spent fuel from ATMEA 1
and use it for MOX fuel. According to IAEA “fuel management variations in ATMEA 1 can
go from a full uranium core to a mix with MOX fuel up to 1/3 of the core for the standard
design, and up to 100% without any major design modification.”81 However, the burning of
MOX fuel would still require the building of a long-term storage facility.

Conclusion
While there are plenty of companies eager to supply enriched uranium to nuclear reactors,
there are fewer options when it comes to send spent fuel from the reactors. The government
appears to have settled on a policy of addressing the spent nuclear fuel issue after the initial
hurdles involved in negotiating project financing and the specifics of the power-purchasing
79
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arrangement are finalized. In Akkuyu, if the project is completed on time, Turkey would not
have to make plans to store waste outside of the spent fuel pond until 2035.82 And, it appears
as if Russia will then take back the spent fuel, reprocess it, and possibly return some form of
waste to Turkey. It is, however, unclear if the Turkish government, or the Akkuyu project
company will then be responsible for disposing of it.
In the case of Sinop, Turkey would have to store the spent fuel in a spent fuel pond, and then
build drycask storage. In turn, Ankara would then have to decide how long it will store the dry
casks onsite, before moving them to a geographical repository. As of now, Turkey has not
announced where it will build this facility. In general, only a few countries have built
geographical repositories, and only Finland is currently constructing such a facility.83 It is
unclear if Turkey has the capability to construct such a facility, or if the costs associated with
construction have been accounted for in the project’s cost projections. Turkey, therefore,
could opt to “kick the can down the road” and store spent fuel onsite, before making the
ultimate decision about where to permanently store it.
Thus, while Ankara may have some time, it is has yet to fully articulate its long term nuclear
plans. It would behoove the government to be as transparent as possible, in order to avoid
future misunderstandings.
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Annex I – Akkuyu NPP Site Plan

Akkuyu Nuclear Power Plant Site Plan (NGS Enerji Üretim Sahası Vaziyet Planı), Section II, Appendix II-3, p.20.
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